Although these results are consistent with the hypothesized direction of influence, it is important to consider alternative models when interpreting mediation results because the results could be equally consistent with alternative models. It has therefore been proposed that stronger conclusions might be possible if the results were found to be inconsistent with expectations from other models (Salthouse, 2011) . For example, the sensory mediation interpretation would be more convincing if there was reduction in the age-cognition relation after controlling the variation in the vision measure, but little or no reduction in the age-vision relation after controlling the variation in the cognitive measure, and little or no reduction in the visioncognition relation after controlling the variation in age. Control of the age variation could be achieved either with statistical control procedures, or by high-density cross-sectional comparisons of many groups in narrow age ranges (Hofer et al., 2003) .
The second analytical method that can be used to investigate the role of sensory factors on age-cognition relations is moderation, which focuses on whether the sensory-cognition relation varies as a function of age. If declines in sensory ability contribute to declines in cognition, one might expect that sensory-cognition relations would be stronger at older ages when the changes in sensory abilities have accumulated to approach the minimum threshold for adequate functioning. Previous studies examining moderation have been inconsistent, with some reports of stronger sensory function-cognition relations at older ages (e.g., Baltes & Lindenberger, 1997; Dulay & Murphy, 2002) , but other reports of nearly constant sensorycognition relations at all ages (e.g. . Moderation can be formally investigated with the interaction term in analyses in which the age and sensory measures are used to predict cognition, and also by examining sensory-cognition relations at different ages.
The interaction indicates whether the relations differ according to age, and the age-specific analyses are informative about which specific ages might have different relations.
The present study examined mediation and moderation of sensory-cognition relations with three sets of data, each involving moderately large samples of adults ranging from 18 to 90 Vision-cognition relations-5 years of age who were assessed in near visual acuity, and performed visual speed tests and auditory memory tests. Two of the data sets were based on cross-sectional comparisons, and the third was based on two-occasion longitudinal comparisons across an average interval of 3.0 years. One cross-sectional data set is a re-analysis of data reported in Salthouse et al. (1998) , and the other two data sets are based on the Virginia Cognitive Aging Project (VCAP), which is an ongoing cross-sectional and longitudinal study focused on cognitive aging (Salthouse, 2013;  in press).
The present study is unique in two important aspects. First, the sensory measure used in this study was near visual acuity, chosen because it has a relatively abrupt decline between the ages of about 40 and 50 (Gittings & Fozard, 1986; Salthouse et al., 1998) , unlike other sensory measures that decline more gradually. This distinct transition allows analyses of the visioncognition relations before, during, and after the period when the sensory measure exhibits the most dramatic changes. And second, two types of cognitive measures were used: visually presented speed tests and auditorially presented memory tests 1 . The use of cognitive measures in different sensory modalities allows a determination of whether the sensory-cognition relationship is modality specific or domain general. Little or no vision-cognition relations would be expected on the memory tests if the relations are attributable to limitations in the initial registration of the material because the tests have no visual requirements. However, comparable relations on the speed and memory measures might be expected if cognitive factors influence sensory assessments, or if both sensory and cognitive measures are influenced by a common third factor.
Method

Participants
Three sets of data were analyzed in this study, two cross-sectional and one longitudinal.
The first data set consisted of data from 380 adults between 18 and 87 years of age, first reported in Salthouse et al. (1998) . The primary data were obtained from participants in the Vision-cognition relations-6 Virginia Cognitive Aging Project (Salthouse, 2013; in press ). Participants in VCAP were recruited from newspaper advertisements, flyers, and referrals from other participants. Eligibility criteria included at least 10 years of education, and sufficient cognitive, physical and sensory abilities to allow independent living. The cross-sectional data available for this study were based on 4799 participants ranging between 18 and 90 years of age who participated at least once, with the longitudinal data consisting of 2258 of those individuals who returned for a second occasion between 1 and 10 years after the initial occasion. Characteristics of the individuals in the once-tested and twice-tested samples are presented in Table 1 .
Measures
Visual acuity Presenting (i.e., with usual corrective lenses) near visual acuity was measured using the Lighthouse Near Visual Acuity Card, (2 nd Edition, New York). Each eye was measured separately, but because the scores for the two eyes were significantly correlated (i.e., r = .54 in the total sample, with a range of correlations from .30 to .88 across the 14 age groups in Table 1 ) only the average acuity scores, expressed as a Snellen ratio, were used in the analyses. However, it should be noted that the results reported below were very similar when the analyses were based on the score of the eye with the better vision instead of the presumably more reliable measure based on the average score across the two eyes.
Speed Speed of processing was measured using the Digit Symbol test (Wechsler, 1997a) , and the letter comparison and pattern comparison tests (Salthouse and Babcock, 1991) . The Digit Symbol test, administered via paper-and-pencil, requires the participant to write symbols associated with digits in a code table as rapidly as possible. The comparison tests were also administered via paper-and-pencil, and involved the participant judging pairs of patterns or letter sets and writing either S (for same) or D (for different). Performance was assessed as the number of items correctly completed in the specified time (120 sec. for digit symbol, and 30 sec. for the comparison tests).
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Memory Episodic memory was measured using the logical memory and word recall lists from the Wechsler Memory Scale (Wechsler, 1997b) , and a paired associates test (Salthouse, Fristoe, & Rhee, 1996) . The stories, words, and word pairs in the memory tests were presented auditorially, and participants recalled the material with vocal responses. Only the word recall memory test was administered in the Salthouse et al. (1998) study.
Because prior research has established that the tests have moderate to high loadings on their respective ability factors (e.g. Salthouse, 2004 , the zscores for the three speed tests were averaged to form a composite speed measure, and the zscores for the three memory tests were averaged to form a composite memory measure.
Results
Average visual acuity as a function of age in the cross-sectional and longitudinal comparisons in the VCAP data is portrayed in Figure 1 . The average visual acuity score was close to .8 Snellen units between the ages of about 20 and 40, and then decreased over a period of 10 years to an average of about .4. Even at young ages the acuity values were not 1.0, corresponding to 20/20, which may be attributable to conservative assessment, as visual acuity was based on the smallest fonts in which all 5 items in the line were correct instead of the smallest fonts with more than half, or any, of the items correct. The lower scores may also be due to the use of monocular assessment because prior research has demonstrated that individuals have better visual acuity when measured using both eyes than when each eye is measured separately, (e.g., Cagenello, Arditi, & Halpern, 1993) .
The longitudinal changes were evaluated with paired t-tests comparing scores at the first (T1) and second (T2) occasions within each 5-year age band. The mean changes are reported in the right-most column of Table 1 , where it can be seen that there was significant longitudinal decline in this measure of near visual acuity beginning in the late 30s.
Segmented regression analyses were conducted on the cross-sectional means and longitudinal changes to estimate the transition points in the age-acuity functions. An analysis Vision-cognition relations-8 with three segments (two transition points) did not yield meaningful estimates, and therefore separate analyses specifying two segments were conducted, one with data from age 18 to 50 and the other with data from age 40 to 90. These analyses revealed estimated transition points of 38.8 years for the drop point and 48.5 years for the leveling off point in the cross-sectional data, and of 44.2 and 52.1 years, respectively, for the longitudinal data.
Mediation
Three mediation models were considered with each cognitive measure in each dataset.
The first specified that vision mediated the age-cognition relations, the second that cognition mediated the age-vision relations, and the third, that age mediated the vision-cognition relations.
The primary prediction in each model was that the relation between the two primary variables would be reduced when the variation in the hypothesized mediator was statistically controlled.
Partial correlations were used to control the variability in the hypothesized mediator, and both the simple and partial correlations for each model are reported in Table 2 .
The patterns in all three models were similar with both sets of cross-sectional results. In each case the partial correlations, when the variability in the hypothesized mediator was controlled, were smaller than the simple correlations. These results are consistent with the expectations from each of the models postulating different patterns of mediation. If anything, the results are most consistent with the interpretation that the vision-cognition relations are attributable to the influence of age on both measures because the differences between the simple and partial correlations were largest with the third model in Table 2 . However, analyses of the longitudinal data yielded a different pattern of results. With these data there were significant relations between age and the change in speed and the change in memory, and between the change in speed and the change in vision, but no reduction of the relations when the variance in the hypothesized mediator was controlled in any of the models.
The results of the mediation analyses with the cross-sectional data are therefore ambiguous because the patterns were consistent with the expectations from three models Vision-cognition relations-9
postulating quite different types of mediation. The mediation analyses were interpretable for the longitudinal data, but only because in this case there was no evidence for mediation in any of the models.
Moderation
The initial moderation analyses focused on the interaction between age and vision in predicting speed or memory. In order to minimize collinearity, the age and vision variables were first centered, and the interaction term was created by multiplying the centered age and vision variables. Results of simultaneous regression analyses, with age, vision, and their interaction as predictors, are reported in Table 3 .
Inspection of the entries in the table reveals that there was a similar pattern with both speed and memory variables in the two sets of cross-sectional data. In each case there were moderately large relations of age and vision on both cognitive measures, but only small or nonexistent interactions of age and vision. The interactions in the VCAP data were significant, in the direction of weaker (rather than stronger) vision-cognition relations at older ages, but they were still quite small.
In order to explore the basis for the interactions in the VCAP data, the relations between vision and cognitive measures were determined in groups within the narrow (5-year) age ranges specified in Table 1 . Separate regression analyses relating the speed or memory measures to vision were conducted in each group, and then the parameters of the equations were used to determine the cognitive scores expected at the 25 th , 50 th , and 75 th percentiles (as determined in the entire sample) of the vision variable. These predicted scores are plotted in Figure 2 for the speed measure and in Figure 3 for the memory measure.
Several points should be noted about the results in Figures 2 and 3 . First, although not portrayed to maximize legibility of the figures, the functions for the observed speed and memory scores (based on the average visual acuity at each age), were slightly higher at the young ages and slightly lower at the older ages than the function based on the median (Q2) values. These Vision-cognition relations-10 differences account for the smaller age-cognition relations after control of the variance in the near visual acuity measure in Table 2 . Second, the functions were continuous across adulthood, with a possible acceleration after about 70 for memory. Importantly, there was no evidence of an abrupt transition in the decade of the 40s corresponding to the drop in near visual acuity apparent in Figure 1 . And third, the difference between predicted cognitive scores at the first and third quartiles provides an estimate of the influence of vision at each age. Although differences between the expected scores at the first and third quartiles of vision were apparent at all ages, indicating that people with better visual acuity had higher scores on the speed and memory tests, the magnitude of the differences was similar at most ages, including the period in the 40s when there was the largest decrease in visual acuity.
Results of the moderation analyses with the longitudinal data are reported in the bottom of Table 3 . There were negative relations between age and change in both speed and memory, indicating that the longitudinal change was more negative at older ages, but change in visual acuity was positively associated only with change in speed. Importantly, there was no evidence of an interaction of age and change in vision for the change in either speed or memory.
Furthermore, analyses similar to those in Figures 2 and 3 revealed very small relations of the change in vision to the change in speed or memory, with almost completely overlapping functions for the expected changes at the three quartiles of visual change.
Discussion
The primary goal of this study was to investigate how the relations of age with measures of visual acuity are related to the relations of age with speed and memory measures of cognitive functioning. Our results suggest that these relations are very weak.
With the exception of the longitudinal data, in which there was no evidence of mediation with any model, the mediation analyses were not very informative. There was a decrease in the age-cognition relation when the visual measure was statistically controlled, which is consistent with several earlier reports (e.g., Anstey & Smith, 1999; Baltes & Lindenberger, 1997;  Vision-cognition relations-11
Lindenberger & Baltes, 1994; Salthouse et al. 1998 . However, a limitation of mediation analyses is that the results are merely consistent or inconsistent with a particular model, and should not be considered definitive. It has therefore been suggested that inferences from mediation models would be stronger if they were based on the patterns across alternative models (Salthouse, 2011) , and particularly a discovery that the results were inconsistent with models postulating different mediational patterns. The results in Table 2 indicate that this was not the case with either set of cross-sectional data, as there was support for visual acuity mediating the age-cognition relation, but also for cognition mediating the age- The results of the moderation analyses also did not support the idea that an accumulation of deficits in visual acuity contributes to the relations between age and cognition.
Not only were the interactions of age and vision on cognition weak in the cross-sectional data and non-existent in the longitudinal data, but the analyses in narrow age groups in Figures 2 and 3 revealed similar relations of visual acuity with speed and memory at all ages.
Furthermore, the results in Figures 2 and 3 indicate that pronounced age relations in speed and memory are still apparent when the comparisons at different ages are at the same level of visual acuity. Although there is some attenuation at the youngest and oldest ages when visual acuity is allowed to vary with age, it is relatively small. These results are more consistent with the earlier Vision-cognition relations-12 findings of than those of Baltes and Lindenberger (1997) and Dulay and Murphy (2002) , who reported stronger sensory-cognition relations at older ages.
In addition, despite the substantial decrease in visual acuity from about 40 to 50 years of age, there was no evidence of a discrete shift in the magnitude of the vision-cognition relations, or in the average level of speed or memory during that same period. The absence of a discontinuity in the age-speed or age-memory functions during the period when there is a marked decline in visual acuity indicates that there was a weak coupling of the change in vision with the changes in speed and memory.
Finally, although the relations with visual acuity were somewhat stronger with the visually-based speed measures than with the auditorially-based memory measures, the significant relations with the memory measures implies that the sensory-cognition linkage is at least partially domain-general. Cross-modal associations could be interpreted as support for a common cause hypothesis that age-sensory and age-cognition relations are attributable to a common factor related to age (e.g., Baltes & Lindenberger, 1997; Lindenberger & Baltes, 1994) .
However, it is important to recognize that the vision-cognition relations were evident to nearly the same degree at all ages, and thus the cross-modal sensory-cognition relation does not appear to be relevant to the role of sensory factors on the relations of age with cognition.
The present study was limited in several ways. First, only a single relatively crude measure of sensory functioning was examined, and the results could be different with more sensitive visual measures, or measures in other modalities. Second, the longitudinal interval averaging about 3 years may have been too short for some sensory and cognitive changes to be manifested. And third, the sample of participants was generally healthy, and stronger sensory-cognition relations may be apparent in individuals with pathological conditions such as dementia.
In conclusion, although we confirmed prior findings of moderate relations between sensory ability and measures of cognitive functioning, our results are not consistent with the Vision-cognition relations-13 hypothesis that age-related declines in sensory ability contribute to age-related declines in cognitive functioning. Results of mediation analyses were ambiguous, there were substantial relations between age and measures of speed and memory when visual acuity was held constant statistically, and the relations between visual acuity and speed and memory were similar at nearly every age in adulthood, including the period when visual acuity exhibited the greatest age-related change.
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1 The participants also performed visually presented tests of higher-order fluid cognition involving reasoning and spatial visualization, and mediation and moderation analyses with those measures yielded results similar to the results with the speed and memory measures.
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